PURPOSE:
To evaluate the differences in contrast between 1-second delay and zero delay (for magnetization recovery) before the preparation radio-frequency pulse in three-dimensional, inversion-recovery (IR) fast gradient-echo (GRE) acquisitions.
MATERIALS AND

METHODS:
Mathematical simulations and measurements of brain image contrast were performed with healthy volunteers and 10 patients.
RESULTS:
The zero-delay sequence generated Ti-weighted contrast similar to that obtained with i-second delay but was accompanied by a substantial reduction in imaging time. However, the zero delay prohibits full recovery of the longitudinal magnetization.
Hence, the signal null characteristic of IR experiments is not easily observed, since it occurs (as a function of tissue Ti) at very short inversion times (<150 msec).
CONCLUSION:
Ti-weighted contrast comparable with that of magnetization-prepared rapid GRE sequences with a i-second delay and preparation time (TP) of 600-700 msec can be achieved in less time by using a zero delay and a shorter TP (400-500 msec). 
THEORY
The acquisition scheme for an IR-prepared three-dimensional acquisition is shown in Figure  1 . In this scheme, all the section-encoding data are acquired after the inversion pulse with a centric acquisition order.
The data acquisition segment is typically a fast GRE acquisition in the steady state (GRASS) with partial echo readout to minimize both the echo time (TE) and TR. The data acquisition segment may also be RF phase spoiled (SPGR). 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All experiments were conducted on a Figure  9 , good fat suppression was observed in the breast of a healthy vobunteem when the frequency of the inversion pulse was set to the fat resonance with a TP of 100 msec.
When the frequency was switched to the water resonance, complete suppression of the nonlipid spins was observed (Fig 9) 
